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CIVSTART’S NEW APPROACH TO GOVERNMENT INNOVATION 

New organization provides essential connections between 
civic-tech start-ups and state and local government leaders. 

  
  
WASHINGTON, D.C. (July 17, 2019) - CivStart officially launched on Monday with an 

impressive cohort of early, middle, and late-stage start-ups. These start-ups will go through an 

intensive product-development and mentoring program guided and led by notable leaders from 

established companies and state and local governments. By providing state and local 

government leaders’ guidance and input from the very beginning, CivStart will ensure that 

technology products don’t get made in a vacuum — that they serve the needs of our most 

vulnerable and underserved communities. 

  

Anthony Jamison, founder and CEO of CivStart, as well as, Jonathan Reichental, Senior 
Advisor, will be available for interview ahead of the launch. See below for the full list of startup 

cohort members. 

  

Anthony Jamison issued the following statement ahead of today’s launch:  
  

“CivStart meets a gap I’ve seen in the civic technology world and for state and local 

governments. These communities of dedicated technologists and public servants have been too 

isolated from each other when they could be accomplishing incredible things by working 

together. CivStart aims to fill that gap, not only by connecting people, but by creating an 

intensive program for start ups at any stage to develop their products for maximum impact in the 

communities that state and local governments serve — with a particular focus on underserved 

and unconnected communities. That is why the cohort is comprised of diverse founders, each 

contributing a unique perspective and expertise based on varying identities, backgrounds, and 

lived experiences.” 

  

Jonathan Reichental, Senior Advisor, issued the following statement ahead of the launch:  



  

“The state and local government market is incredibly difficult to navigate for young 

entrepreneurs hoping to make a difference in their communities. Helping to bring their ideas and 

solutions to market can have enormous value. I've been impressed with CivStart, who want to 

help by facilitating meaningful connections, providing guidance and advice, and then, ultimately, 

helping to turn compelling solutions into viable, scalable solutions for state and local agencies." 

  

For more information on the startups who will be a part of the first cohort, the notable leaders in 

established industry and state and local government, and more, please visit www.CivStart.org. 

  

To schedule interviews or for other follow-up: Sarah Kerner at skerner@civstart.org or (585) 

739-1574.  
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Participating Companies:  

 

Civis Analytics - Helps governments use their person-level data to make smarter, faster 

decisions that drive real results.  

 

CityGrows - Is the only accessible workflow automation platform designed for local 

government. They're transforming government permitting and licensing, one workflow at a time. 

 

GovInvest - Helps governments solve their unfunded pension, OPEB, and debt problems, 

through unique software and simple, understandable actuarial reports.  

 

Kwema - Connecting women in physical danger with immediate help through the most discreet 

wearables in the market.  

 

Orbital Insight - Geospatial Big Data company leveraging the rapidly growing availability of 

satellite, UAV, and mobile location data sources.  

 

http://www.civstart.org/


Circuit - Using fleets of all-electric cars to offer complimentary, on-demand rides around busy 

downtown areas. 

 

Whyline - Software that solves queuing bottlenecks for businesses and governments. 

 

ProcureNow - A modern procurement solution helping governments make better decisions, 

move faster, and simplify the procurement process.  

 

Citibot - Tool for citizens and their governments to use for communication and civic change.  

 

Gruntify - Robust data collection product that harnesses a unique blend of mobile, mapping, 

and cloud technologies. 

 


